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Abstract 

Worth is inherent. It cannot be given or taken away. Human animals as well as non-human 

animals have intrinsic value, which can be observed by comparing the communities that they live 

within. Human and non-human animals are not equal, but equivalent. Humans’ laws, policies, 

and guidelines should note and reflect the rights of both human and non-human animals. This 

paper examines elephants in relation to the above.  

Keywords: animal equality, human animals, rights, community, personhood, elephants 
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Main Body 

Life is valuable; all living things are valuable. The worth is inherent, rather than provided 

or earned. The worth is individual, though it can be generalized for communities. For example, 

the community of human animals claims value, and thus rights, due to intellectual morality. The 

argument stresses that human animals are intelligent, rational, and emotional in ways that other 

animals are incapable of. However, the value and rights of human animals is actually because of 

the social and emotional constructs that the human animals live within. Other communities of 

animals live within comparable societies, and thus must have comparable value and rights. 

Elephants, for instance, fit into this model extraordinarily well. They are valuable for who and 

what they are, not for what they can do for us. Their worth is inherent and observable.  

 Human animals maintain what are known as “human rights,” defined as “rights for 

humans only (and also rights that all humans have by virtue of being human)” (Beauchamp, 

2011, p. 4). All human animals, regardless of the individuals’ affective and cognitive capacities 

for morality, are afforded these rights. Human rights are provided for humans as a race, not for 

humans as individuals. If they were given to individuals, based on merit, the individuals would 

have to undergo testing, to show worthiness. This does not occur. As with the law, “innocent 

until proven guilty,” is the assumption of rights for humans.  

Carl Cohen insists that “[non-human] animals cannot be the bearers of rights because the 

concept of rights is essentially human” (2001, p. 30). To this point, human rights, as a law, are 

man-made. Nonetheless, the Bill of Rights is only the human prescription of words to a 

phenomenon that has been observed. The rights themselves are there whether the animals 

(human or otherwise) understand them or not.  
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Infants and senile elders, as they are human animals, possess moral standing. It is argued 

that human animals provide for their infants because the young have human person potential, and 

provide for their senile elders because the old have human person experience. Before and after 

the young and old have lived as moral humans, though, they are afforded this care. Human 

animals provide them with “moral status,” wherein “the individual’s interests count morally” 

(Beauchamp, 2011, p. 4). Moral status in society is equal to protection in society. Pets have some 

moral status. Factory-farmed animals have no moral status. More importantly, human animals 

provide the young and old with “moral standing,” wherein their interests count for their own 

sake. According to Claire Andre and Manuel Velasquez of the Markkula Center for Applied 

Ethics (1991):  

That is, an individual has moral standing for us if, when making moral decisions, we feel 

we ought to take that individual's welfare into account for the individual's own sake and 

not merely for our benefit or someone else's benefit.  

 

A relevant discussion is one against abortion. A set of anti-abortionists argue that fetuses are 

already persons, rather than that fetuses should be given the chance to become persons. (If they 

were to argue the latter, they would also have to argue against all types of birth control, since 

birth control prevents the potential for new persons as well.) In these situations, the fetuses are 

being given both moral status and moral standing. They are being “given” human rights. They 

cannot make decisions, yet they are given autonomy. They cannot sustain life, yet their lives are 

deemed as or more important than their mothers’. Despite not being able to subscribe to, or earn, 

human rights, they are under a blanket of them. Still, humans care for the young and old in the 

same limited way that they care for their pets. They provide for their basic needs, when they 

cannot provide for their own.  

The argument goes something like this: If normal, adult humans have rights by virtue of 

being rational beings, then, according to the marginal-humans argument, infants and 
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severely retarded humans cannot have rights on this basis because they are not capable of 

being rational. So, either rationality is not the sole basis for rights, or these marginal 

humans do not have rights (Klein, 2004).  

 

If humans provide for their young and old, not only because they value what the young and old 

will or have done for them, but also because they believe that the young and old have value in 

and of themselves, then humans must consider that others, lacking in adult moral intelligence, 

have value in and of themselves, and deserve moral status and standing, too. “We believe it is 

wrong to enslave humans or to treat babies as food sources” (Klein, 2004). Why do we believe 

differently about other species?  

 Human animals claim human rights. Yet, despite a universal declaration of human rights, 

the phrase is neither wholly universal nor wholly declarative. The rights of the oppressed are 

often refused, violated, and stripped. There is not even a consensus as to the nature of human 

rights. What Are Human Rights?, Marie-Bénédicte Dembour answers, for the Johns Hopkins 

University Press (2010):  

Based on an analysis of the human rights academic literature, this contribution identifies 

four schools of thought on human rights.
 
It proposes that “natural scholars” conceive of 

human rights as given; “deliberative scholars” as agreed upon; “protest scholars” 

as fought for; and “discourse scholars” as talked about. It further proposes that these four 

schools act as ideal-types, which, arranged around two axes, potentially cover the whole 

conceptual field of human rights.  

 

The commonality between these four schools of thought is that human rights exist, and are meant 

to exist, for human animals. Human rights consist of “rights of privacy, liberty rights, rights to 

life, equal political rights, rights to fair trials in courts, and rights to equal consideration of 

interests” (Beauchamp, 2011, p. 3). Simplified, by René Cassin, a defender of the universal 

declaration of human rights, they are, “dignity, liberty, equality, and brotherhood” (Ishay, 2010, 

p. 2). Dignity, liberty, equality, and brotherhood are given to all human beings, as a race rather 
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than as individuals. Human rights are a given for all human animals, including infants, senile 

elders, and mentally disabled persons.  

At their core, the components of human rights are not human-exclusive. Dignity, liberty, 

equality, and brotherhood are not interesting solely for human animals. Beauchamp (2011) 

offers:  

(1) An animal has a right only if the individual has an interest that merits protection for 

the individual's own sake, not because the individual’s welfare creates a benefit for 

others; and (2) a compelling moral case can be made for protection of the interests of at 

least some animals who are vulnerable to unnecessary suffering and bodily assault. In my 

view, the “compelling moral case” mentioned in this second assumption cannot be 

adequately made by appeal to theories that engage rights entirely through models such as 

autonomous agency, cognitive activity, or contractarian agreements among human 

individuals. 

 

From that viewpoint, animals’ value is dependent upon human animals’ interest in them. This 

does not hold up against the comparison of infants, senile elders, and mentally handicapped 

persons.  

If “human rights” did not have the word “human,” they would be “basic rights.” The 

rights would not change. The qualifications would not change. The exclusivity would. “Basic 

rights,” for the human animals, would be the same as they have been. For everyone else, they 

would be open. “Rights” would lose their human-focus. Basic rights are inherent to all living 

things.  

In “The Oxford Handbook of Animal Ethics,” Beauchamp discusses the value of animals. 

Human animals have value. They design and contribute to this world:  

Most people think that humans or human persons count in a way that ladybugs and 

lobsters don’t, that inanimate objects are to be protected only insofar as they are valued 

by us or have certain relations to us. Dirt and bugs usually matter not at all (except 

extrinsically)” (Beauchamp, 2011, p. 257).  
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Therefore, dogs have more value than sea slugs have, because we appreciate the value that dogs 

have: They are entertaining, they are trainable, and they are loyal and companionable. 

Furthermore, dolphins have more value than sea slugs have, but less value than dogs have: They 

are entertaining, they are trainable, but they are less loyal and companionable. Finally, zoo 

animals have more value than sea slugs have, but less value than dolphins have: They are 

entertaining, but they are less trainable, loyal, and companionable. Nonetheless, dolphins are 

more intelligent, strong, and capable than dogs are. Elephants are also more intelligent, strong, 

and capable than dogs are. Our value graph is measuring ego-centric. Just as human animals 

once thought that the universe revolves around the Earth, human animals still believe that the 

world revolves around the humans.  

A common argument in support of animal equality is the model of human equality. 

Human persons of all races deserve equal rights, and human persons of all genders deserve equal 

rights. There were times when Black persons and women were not allowed to vote. Then, people 

opened their eyes, and now all races and genders are given the right to vote. Peter Singer (2009) 

says the following:  

One way in which we might reply is by saying that the case for equality between men and 

women cannot validly be extended to nonhuman animals. Women have a right to vote, 

for instance, because they are just as capable of making rational decisions about the 

future as men are; dogs, on the other hand, are incapable of understanding the 

significance of voting, so they cannot have the right to vote. There are many other 

obvious ways in which men and women resemble each other closely, while humans and 

animals differ greatly. So, it might be said, men and women are similar beings and should 

have similar rights, while humans and nonhumans are different and should not have equal 

rights.  

 

Human animals and non-human animals are not equal. Rather, they are equivalent. They have 

equivalent value, and equivalent rights, and should be given equivalent consideration:  

There are important differences between humans and other animals, and these differences 

must give rise to some differences in the rights that each have. Recognizing this obvious 
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fact, however, is not barrier to the case for extending the basic principle of equality to 

nonhuman animals (Singer, 2009).  

 

Human animals make up one large community. Human animals, as a community, should have 

similar rights. Even so, there are smaller communities within the human community that do not 

need or want similar rights. For instance, doctors require some different rights than non-doctors; 

smokers require some different rights than non-smokers; gun-owners require some different 

rights than non-gun-owners; etc. In this way, human beings are part of a larger community of 

living beings. All of these beings deserve rights; but they require different rights. Dogs are not a 

part of the human animal government, and so dogs do not need the right to vote. It is silly to 

suggest that we should provide them with this right, just as it would be silly to suggest that a 

non-doctor should be provided with the right to perform surgery. Non-doctors are not qualified 

for, and do not need, that right. Non-human animals have value, in their own right, and that 

should be acknowledged.  

 Human beings claim human rights due to unique moral intelligence. Disregarding this, 

since it presumes the opposite of this paper’s thesis, what is it about human animals that does 

make them special? What is it about human animals that does “allow” them to have rights? 

Human rights are given to human animals through the Social Contract Theory. Thomas Hobbes 

(Leviathan, 1988, Chapter 17) examines a world that operates by virtue of a social contract (“If 

we cannot appeal to God, natural purpose, or altruism, is there anything left to base morality 

on?”):  

For the laws of nature, as justice, equity, modesty, mercy, and, in sum, doing to others as 

we would be done to, of themselves, without the terror of some power to cause them to 

be observed, are contrary to our natural passions, that carry us to partiality, pride, 

revenge, and the like.  
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In a state of nature, in which there are no rules, human animals would behave in the most 

primitive of ways. Hobbes is certain that a state such as this would be unlivable. As such, it is not 

a greater moral intelligence that keeps human animals in line, that makes them deserving of 

rights, but rather the rules that they were born into. Correspondingly, communities of many 

species of non-human animals function in this way as well. Non-human animals live within 

social and emotional constructs, which work in the same way that the Social Contract Theory 

works, that are equivalent to human animals’.  

“Not by Bread Alone: Symbolic Loss, Trauma, and Recovery in Elephant Communities,” 

by Isabel Gay A. Bradshaw, chronicles genocide in elephant communities:  

Although elephant communities have processes, rituals, and social structures for 

responding to trauma – grieving, mourning, and socialization – the scale, nature, and 

magnitude of human violence have disrupted their ability to use these practices. Absent 

the cultural, carrier groups (murdered elephant matriarchs and elders) who traditionally 

lead and teach these healing practices, humans must assume the role” (2004, p. 1).  

 

The first key point is that the elephants live in communities like humans’ – eating, sleeping, 

traveling, raising their children, and eventually dying with each other. They care for their sick. 

They bury their dead. The second key point is that the elephants have, in place, systems that 

work in comparable ways to humans’, such as a matriarchal versus a patriarchal society, and a 

grieving process. The third key point is that, due to a mistaken assumption of superiority, human 

animals have been so disrespectful to their nonhuman counterparts:  

In the West, relationships between human and nonhuman animals have been largely 

defined by a power differential. This differential has denied nonhuman animals agency 

and a psychological life (Scully, 2002). Increasingly, however, culture and emotions are 

no longer viewed as exclusive property of humans – evidenced by an accumulation of 

personal testimony, scientific literature, and emergence of diverse animal rights groups 

(Cavelieri and Singer, 1993; deWaal, 2001; Bekoff, 2002) (Bradshaw, 2004, p. 2). 

 

The fourth key point is that the elephant community has allowed the humans inside – not as an 

act of deference, but as an act of graciousness.  
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 Human rights are really basic rights, with a subcategory for human animals. Value is 

inherent, and rights are given based not on moral intelligence, but rather on social and emotional 

constructs. Other species’ social contracts are similar to human animals’. Following this logic, 

some species should have similar basic rights. This does not mean that humans, as the superior 

species, should assign rights to other animals; this means that, just as human animals have 

intrinsic worth, other animals do as well. When you are born into the human world, you have 

rights, whether you, as an individual, deserve them or not. Rights are not ours to decide, but ours 

to recognize and respect. Possible future research could explore the practicalities of this, 

especially in terms of the food and game industry, and our moral obligations there within.  
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